
Driving Economic Growth in the Keystone State

Grow PA Summary Overview
Over the past two years, the Chamber of Commerce for Greater Philadelphia, along  
with other local chambers of commerce, business, and civic organizations from around 
the state, has been gathering to discuss how we can work together to build  
a strategic, long-term economic growth agenda for the Commonwealth. 

From those discussions, we created Grow PA. 
Grow PA is a statewide initiative to convene people and organizations throughout 
Pennsylvania to establish a modern economic growth agenda focused on three pillars: 
transforming post-secondary education; modernizing all facets of our infrastructure;  
and accelerating the development of innovation in health care technology and delivery. 

Grow PA online platform launched
Together with Technical.ly Media, we beta tested a virtual discussion with individuals 
from 11 counties throughout the Commonwealth. The online forum and weekly 
newsletter, distributed to more than 1,250 subscribers, featured curated content  
and shared more than 150 stories of growth and innovation.  

Grow PA Official Launch 
Over 200 attendees gathered on Penn State University’s Harrisburg campus to 
participate in the Grow PA kick off and brainstorming session, featuring PSU President 
Dr. Eric Barron and other leaders from FS Investments, Technical.ly, UnitedHealthcare, 
McKinsey & Company, and WHYY.  

Legislative Reception
Republican and Democratic members of the Pennsylvania General Assembly joined  
us at a dinner gathering in the southeast to present Grow PA and discuss the 
forthcoming economic growth agenda.

A Conversation with the Governor 
Governor Tom Wolf joined over 225 attendees to discuss the Grow PA initiative  
and what Pennsylvania should be doing to drive our economy forward.

Gubernatorial Primary Debate 
Grow PA sponsored a gubernatorial debate for the Republican Primary candidates  
with WHYY. The event focused on Grow PA and the three pillars of infrastructure,  
post-secondary education, and healthcare innovation.

For more information on Grow PA or to get involved,  
contact Liz Ferry at 215-790-3794 or lferry@chamberphl.com.

PSU Innovation Hubs 
Grow PA participated in a training session with Penn State’s 23 Innovation Hubs from 
around the state to share ideas with entrepreneurs about how to grow Pennsylvania.

Pennsylvania Legislative Reception
Grow PA hosted the annual PA Legislative Reception with the Pittsburgh Chamber  
of Commerce and other local chambers with members of the Pennsylvania  
General Assembly.

The Plan
From the hundreds of ideas statewide, Grow PA will present its economic growth 
agenda to the Pennsylvania General Assembly and Administration in fiscal year 2019, 
activating our grassroots and grasstops coalition to pass meaningful, important 
legislation in Harrisburg to truly Grow PA. 

Grow PA Tool Kit 
As Grow PA develops Big Ideas for a Strong Economic Future, it is important that  
we hear voices from across the Commonwealth to create a well-rounded conversation.  
The Grow PA Tool Kit, distributed to over 2,000 Grow PA champions, is designed  
to provide these advocates with the tools needed to host their own Grow PA-style 
meetings and events that will develop, solicit and generate these Big Ideas from 
partners all around PA.
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